
LOOT PER SUIT 
              Quick Set-Up Guide 
  
 Set-up for this game should take no more than 10-15 minutes.  
It requires 1 Main Playing area (ideally living room with sofa and 1 waste paper bin). and a 
second Room (a bedroom to represent a hotel room). 
 Items you will need from your home for the set up: waste paper bin, 1 Bag, Lamp, 
Oven, Sofa, 1 Jacket (or Robe). 

PS:       We’ve sent you the final (small black box) unlocked, if you want the final clue to be a Present of your     
 choosing simply use that padlock and it’s tag to lock your present in a Bag and put the content of the     
 black box with it. Otherwise simply scramble the numbers to lock the little black box. 

 In Main Playing area: 

Hide the numbered card 20°in your oven and 80°in a lamp close to the game playing 
area. 
Place the large chained locked box on main table with Jim’s handwritten note 
underneath (so you can just about see it). 
Use sticky-tac to fix the QR code card to the table top. Cover the QR code with the 
fake money (mixed up and in a pile). 
Place playing cards in pairs on the table (see fig 2 below). Make sure at least 1 of the 
spades is faces up. 
Put the smallest brown envelope inside a bag (ensure it is not the envelope locked with 
string and padlock!). Close and lock the bag with the regular key padlock. Place that 
bag on floor of playing area (nearby and obvious). 
Crumple and place the calendar in your waste paper bin; make sure the bin is visible but 
not immediately obvious. 
Hide the locked large brown envelope under a cushion on your sofa (or under the sofa). 
Hide the regular padlock key with your teabags/teapot 
Place the small padlock key next to or inside any plant pots you have in your home close 
to the playing area 
Place Urgent note on table 

 In Bedroom: 

Place the small white envelope inside jacket (or robe) pocket and lay it on the bed. 
Place small black box on bedside table  
On bedroom door : sticky-tac Room number sign (1326)  
Attach padlock to outside of closed door using padlock with string and sticky-tac to 
'lock' the door closed (see fig1 in below).  
Sticky-Tac label “my friends are right cards” close to Padlock
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